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A wireless sensor network (WSN) is one of the most typical applications of the Internet of(ings (IoT). Missing values exist in the
sensor data streams unavoidably because of the way WSNs work and the environments they are deployed in. In most cases,
imputing missing values is the universally adopted approach before making further data processing. (ere are different ways to
implement it, among which the exploitation of correlation information hidden in the sensor data interests many researchers, and
lots of results have emerged. Researching in the same way, in this paper, we propose VTN imputation, an online missing data
imputation algorithm based on virtual temporal neighbors. Firstly, the virtual temporal neighbor (VTN) in the sensor data stream
is defined, and the calculation method is given. Next, the VTN imputation algorithm, which applies VTN to make estimates for
missing values by regression is presented. Finally, we make experiments to evaluate the performance of imputing accuracy and
computation time for our algorithm on three different real sensor datasets. (e experiment results show that the VTN imputation
algorithm benefited from the fuller exploitation of the correlation in sensor data and obtained better accuracy of imputation and
acceptable processing time in the real applications of WSNs.

1. Introduction

With the development of the Internet of things (IoT) [1],
nowadays more devices and sensors are deployed in the
physical environments. Extracting hidden values from the
data of IoT becomes challengeable and valuable tasks which
make processing ranged from simple tasks such as queries,
predictions and classifications to complex processing such as
ontology matching [2, 3] and knowledge discovery [4]. As
one of the most typical IoT applications, wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) [5] are equipped with more nodes with
different sensors and are deployed in wider areas with
complicated situations. It enables us to obtain a huge
amount of physical data in the environment, and these data
become the basis for WSN applications. Most of the ap-
plications demand complete datasets, i.e., there do not exist
missing values in the data obtained from the WSNs because

the missing values degrade the performance of the pro-
cessing algorithms and even make them inapplicable. For
example, in an application that is applied to recognize
human activities based on the measurement values obtained
from the sensors, such as accelerometer and gyroscopes,
where the random forest classifier and support vector ma-
chine (SVM) are used for classification, the research work
shows that 5%missing rate of values in the dataset makes the
performance of HASC recognition decrease to 83% and 84%,
respectively, 20% missing rate makes them drop down to
45% and 46%, which is unacceptable for the application [6].
We expect to get complete datasets from WSNs, however, it
is a fact that missing values exist commonly and widely in
real situations. (e way WSNs work and the environment
they are deployed in make the data to get lost unavoidably,
for example. Factors including the signal strength fading and
interferences from the environment bring about 9% to 17%
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packet loss over a wireless communication channel ap-
proximately [7], which causes some of the measurement
values missing in the sensor stream. Previous research
showed that 45% of the datasets in the UCImachine learning
repository contained missing values [8]. For example, in one
of the sensor datasets of this repository, the air quality
dataset [9], which is used in our experiments, had ap-
proximately 14% of its measurement values missing.

(erefore, it is very important to deal with the missing
values in a reasonable way, which can benefit the applica-
tions running on the incomplete data of WSNs [10]. Before
we go further, there are several points we need to consider.

Firstly, the presentation form of the sensor data decides
the way to process it. In the common architecture of WSNs,
the way to collect data from the sensor nodes is centralized
by the sink node, i.e., the measurement values acquired by
the sensors on the nodes are directly forwarded to the sink
node using hops or are transferred by the cluster heads till
they get to the sink node [11]. Hence, on the sink node,
which is usually a base station or a data center, if equipped
with more powerful processing resources, the data sent from
all nodes is collected and streamed in the form of a time
series. In this paper, we focus on this presentation form of
data, i.e., sensor data stream on the base station or the data
center, and deal with the missing value in it using the online
imputation algorithm. Different from the offline imputation
that makes processing on the static longtime stored data,
online imputation is triggered by the missing value once it
occurs in the dynamic data stream.

Secondly, missingness mechanisms decide the design of
the imputation algorithms. As a feature to describe the
relationship between the missing variables and the under-
lying values of the variables in the dataset, it comprises of
three types of mechanisms: missing completely at random
(MCAR), missing at random (MAR), and not missing at
random (NMAR) [12]. Among them, MCAR describes the
case when the probability of a missing value occurrence for
an observed attribute is independent of either the known
values or the missing ones, i.e., in WSNs, whether the
measurement value is missing does not depend on the values
acquired by the sensors, including the missing ones. In most
cases, it is a typical situation for the missing values in WSNs
caused by communication errors or the faults of sensors.
(erefore, most of the research works are based on MCAR
so far [13]. In this paper, we carry out our work in the same
way. MCAR is applied to generate sensor data streams with
simulated missing values that are used to test imputation
algorithms.

(irdly, basic ideas to process missing values direct the
way to tackle the incomplete data. (ere are three basic
approaches to cope with missing values: deleting the missing
values, continuing data processing with missing values, and
imputing missing values to get complete data. (e first
method is seldom used because it makes the size of the
dataset reduced, which brings more information loss. (e
second method is to make further operations directly on the
incomplete dataset. A lattice-based direct mining method is
proposed in [14]. It works out the subsets of rules to make
classification on the binary dataset with the existence of

missing values. Targeting at classification for incomplete
data, a selective neural network ensemble (SNNE) classifying
method applies the chosen feature subsets to train neural
networks for making classification [15]. Although these
methods exhibit good performance in the research work,
they are all limited to specified applications, i.e., classifica-
tions, and require complex calculations that are not suitable
for resource-constrained applications in WSNs. (erefore,
the third method, i.e., to make an imputation for the missing
values before further processing, is the most effective way to
deal with the incomplete data in WSNs. Focusing on the
imputing methods to the sensor data stream, lots of algo-
rithms are proposed by researchers. Closed item sets-based
association rule mining (CARM) [16] extracts the most
recent patterns between the sensor nodes and applies them
to impute the missing number of vehicles in a traffic sensor
data stream. Besides the association rule mining, more
machine learning methods are applied in the imputation in
WSNs. Multidirectional recurrent neural network (M-RNN)
based on deep learning is applied to make an estimation for
the missing values in medical data streams [17]. A deep
imputation network (Deep IN) utilizes deep learning to find
a continuous missing pattern that contributes to imputation
for sensor data streams in a smart space [18]. (ese methods
exploit machine learning to improve the accuracy of im-
putation but increase the computational complexity as well.
Compared with them, statistical technique-based methods
are simpler for calculation and more explainable when they
are applied in imputation. Mean imputation [19] is the
simplest method, however, it presents the worst perfor-
mance in most cases because it ignores the relationship
between the adjacent values, whereas another simple
method, i.e., the linear interpolation model (LIN) [20],
applies the temporal relationship to interpolate the missing
values and gets improved in accuracy. Lots of data analysis
results prove that there exist correlations between mea-
surement values in sensor data streams. Data estimation
using a statistical model (DESM) [21] utilizes both spatial
and temporal correlations between the sensor nodes and
applies previous values to make estimates for the missing
values. It is weighed by the Pearson correlation coefficient. In
[22], the tensor-based description of the multiple attribute
sensor data is used to exploit the correlation between the
attributes to make imputation with higher accuracy.
Moreover, regression tools are widely used by many re-
searchers to design imputation algorithms. In the spatial
correlation-based adaptive missing data estimation algo-
rithm (AMR) [23], spatial correlations between the nodes in
WSNs are exploited and adjustable regression models are
applied to calculate the estimations for the missing values.
For improving the accuracy of imputation, in a new esti-
mation model based on a spatial-temporal correlation
analysis (STCAM) [24], four subalgorithms based on re-
gression are combined to deal with the missing values in the
sensor datasets. Temporal and spatial nearest neighbor
value-based missing data imputation (TSNN) [25] is pro-
posed to make imputation in WSNs by the combination of
four spatial and temporal nearest neighbor values, which can
exploit the correlation information more effectively.
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In this paper, we focus on the way that combines the
correlation information with regression tools because it can
obtain high imputation accuracy with relatively simple
calculations. (e aforementioned research works utilize
correlations in different ways, however, there still exists
room for improvement. Besides, when we deal with missing
values in the sensor data stream with limited information, in
other words, when the measurement values from spatial
neighbor nodes are unavailable or partly available, some of
these previous methods present reduced performance,
which requires further research work to design a more
suitable imputation algorithm. In addition, the computa-
tional time is seldom discussed in the previous research
work, however, it is very important, especially for online
imputation. It is analyzed in this paper based on experiment
results.

(e rest of this paper is organized as follows: firstly, in
Section 2, we make a review of representative imputation
algorithms in WSNs and summarize the main contributions
of our work. (en, in Section 3, we give the definition of
VTN, and based on it, we propose our VTN imputation
algorithm. Next, the experiments for evaluating the VTN
imputation algorithm and the results are elaborated in
Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 and 6, we make a discussion
and conclude our research work.

2. Related Work

In this section, we present the typical algorithms in previous
research works. Firstly, for discussing the related work
conveniently, we propose the description of the sensor data
stream in WSNs. (en, the representative algorithms can be
redescribed briefly by math expressions. Finally, based on
the discussion of the deficiencies of previous works, we
present our contributions in this paper.

(e imputation for missing values in the sensor data
stream is one of the attractive research areas in WSNs, and
many researchers have proposed a variety of imputing al-
gorithms in recent decades. (ey make the imputation for
missing values from the perspective of time, space, or both
dimensions. Before introducing our VTN algorithms, sev-
eral representative algorithms are summarized as follows,

and they are also used as comparative algorithms in this
paper.

(e sensor data stream in WSNs is the common object
that all imputation algorithms deal with for redescribing the
implementation of these typical algorithms, and to present
our algorithm later easily, we give the subsequent
description.

In general, the nodes in a wireless sensor network are
working continuously. Let N be a set of m sensor nodes,
N � n1, n2, . . . , nm−1, nm , ni ∈ N, and let T be a time point
series T, T � t1, t2, . . . , tm−1, tm, . . . , tj ∈ T. For each node
ni, G(i, j) represents its spatial nearest neighbors at the time
point tj, and the number of the spatial nearest neighbors is
ks. U(i, j) represents its temporal nearest neighbors at the
time point tj, and the number of the temporal nearest
neighbors is kt. Let S be a set of p sensors equipped on each
of the node, S � s1, s2, . . . , sp−1, sp , sk ∈ S, and let V be a set
of measurement values acquired by p sensors, respectively,
on a node, V � v1, v2, . . . , vp−1, vp , vk ∈ V, and V(ni, tj) is
the vector of the sensor values on the node ni at time point tj.

(e measurement data obtained by the nodes can be
transferred to the base station or data center, where it is
collected in the form of sensor data stream, denoted by S DS,
which can be described as follows:

SDS �

V n1, ti(  · · · · · · · · ·

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

· · · · · · V nm, ti(  · · ·

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (1)

(emeasurement value on the sensor sk of node ni at the
time point tj can be denoted by v(ni, tj, sk), and if there is a
missing value on the sensor sk of node ni at the time point
tmiss, the imputation algorithm calculates an estimated value
for it, denoted by v(ni, tmiss, sk).

For example, suppose there are only two sensors st and sh

on each node for acquiring temperature and humidity
values, respectively. In this case, S � st, sh , and hence, the
measurement values are v(ni, tj, st) and v(ni, tj, sh), and the
sensor data stream can be reduced as follows:

SDS �

v n1, t1, st( , v n1, t1, sh( (  · · · v n1, tm, st( , v n1, tm, sh( (  · · ·

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

v nm, t1, st( , v nm, t1, sh( (  · · · v nm, tm, st( , v nm, tm, sh( (  · · ·

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (2)

We assume that there is a missing value on the sensor sk

of the node ni at the time point tmiss, and it can be imputed by
following algorithms using v(ni, tmiss, sk).

2.1. Linear Interpolation Model (LIN) Algorithm. (e linear
interpolation is utilized to calculate the estimated value

v(ni, tmiss, sk). It applies two previous values that have been
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read in from the data stream at the time points ta and tb,
which are the nearest to the time point tmiss .

v ni, tmiss, sk(  � v ni, tb, sk(  +
v ni, ta, sk(  − v ni, tb, sk( (  tmiss − tb( 

ta − tb

, (3)

where tb < ta < tmiss.

2.2. Mean of Temporal Neighbors (MEAN) Algorithm.
MEAN is a simple imputation algorithm, in which the es-
timated value for imputation is the average of the p values of
temporal neighbors at the nearest time points before the
occurrence of the missing value.

v ni, tmiss, sk(  �
1

|U|

U

v ni, tnon−miss, sk( , (4)

where tnon−miss ∈ U, tnon−miss < tmiss, |U| � p.

2.3. Temporal and Spatial Nearest Neighbor Value-Based
Missing Data Imputation (TSNN) Algorithm. Assume that
there exist spatial nearest neighbors G(i, j) and temporal

nearest neighbors U(i, j) for the missing value of sensor sk

on node ni at the time point tmiss. It has four different nearest
neighbor values: Nsgnn(si, tj), Ns dn n(si, tj), which come
from spatial nearest neighbors in the geometrical distance
and in data distance, Nttnn(si, tj) and Nt dn n(si, tj), which
come from the temporal nearest neighbors in time distance
and in data distance. (en, the correlations among the
measurement value of the node ni and its four nearest
neighbors can be applied to calculate the estimated value for
imputation by regression.

v ni, tmiss, sk(  � λ v ni, tmiss, sk( (S) +(1 − λ) v ni, tmiss, sk( (T),

(5)

where,

v ni, tmiss, sk( (S) �
R
2
sk

(1)

R
2
sk

(1) + R
2
sk

(2)

v ni, tmiss, sk( (1) +
R
2
sk

(2)

R
2
sk

(1) + R
2
sk

(2)

v ni, tmiss, sk( (2),

v ni, tmiss, sk( (T) �
R
2
sk

(3)

R
2
sk

(3) + R
2
sk

(4)

v ni, tmiss, sk( (3) +
R
2
sk

(4)

R
2
sk

(3) + R
2
sk

(4)

v ni, tmiss, sk( (4),

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

v ni, tmiss, sk( (1) � αsk
(1) + βsk

(1)Nsgnn ni, tmiss( ,

v ni, tmiss, sk( (2) � αsk
(2) + βsk

(2)Nsdnn ni, tmiss( ,

v ni, tmiss, sk( (3) � αsk
(3) + βsk

(3)Nttnn ni, tmiss( ,

v ni, tmiss, sk( (4) � αsk
(4) + βsk

(4)Ntdnn ni, tmiss( ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

where αsk
(1) to αsk

(4), βsk
(1) to βsk

(4) are regression coef-
ficients. R2

sk
(1) to R2

sk
(4) are the measures of the fit of the

regression models. λ is the spatial-temporal coefficient,
which can be calculated based on the contribution ratio of
the spatial-temporal neighbors.

Particularly, when the spatial neighbors and the values of
the other sensors on the same node are not available, TSNN
algorithm degrades to,

v ni, tmiss, sk(  � v ni, tmiss, sk( (3) � αsk
(3)

+ βsk
(3)Nttnn ni, tmiss( .

(8)

2.4. Data Estimation Using Statistical Model (DESM)
Algorithm. (e estimated value v(ni, tmiss, sk) can be cal-
culated based on the temporal nearest neighbors and spatial
nearest neighbors of themissing value of sensor st on node ni

at time point tmiss. A correlation coefficient is obtained from
the node ni, and its spatial neighbors inside the sensor
streams can be used as the weight coefficient.

v ni, tmiss, sk(  � (1 − α)v ni, ta, sk(  + αv ni, ta, sk( 

· 1 +
v g i, tmiss( , tmiss, sk(  − v g i, tmiss( , ta, sk( 

v g i, tmiss( , ta, sk( 
 ,

(9)
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where ta < tmiss, g(i, j) ∈ G(i, j), g(i) � g(i, j)
j�a
j�1, and the

weight parameter α can be computed as follows:

α �
Cov RV ni( , sk( , RV g(i), sk( 

σRV ni, sk( RV g(i), sk( 
, (10)

RV ni, sk(  � v ni, t1, sk( , v ni, t2, sk( , . . . , v ni, ta−1, sk( , v ni, ta, sk(  ,

RV g(i), sk(  � v g(i), t1, sk( , v g(i), t2, sk( , . . . , v g(i), ta−1, sk( , v g(i), ta, sk(  ,
 (11)

Particularly, when the spatial neighbors are not available,
the estimated value alone can be calculated based on tem-
poral neighbors as follows:

v ni, tmiss, sk(  � v ni, ta, sk( . (12)

(e above algorithms can be applied to make an im-
putation for the missing values in sensor data streams in
WSNs, and their effectiveness is verified in experiments or
real situations. However, there are still some deficiencies that
should be corrected in further research work.

(e temporal neighbors, spatial neighbors, or both are
utilized to calculate the estimated value in some ways
for imputation. As we present above, the sensor data
stream (SDS) is a data stream combined with spatial
and temporal data. If they are all available to make an
imputation, the performance of the estimation algo-
rithm can be improved because of more information
extracted from more nonmissing values of the spatial
and temporal neighbors. However, in WSNs, affected
by the following problems occurring in the network,
the spatial data may be unavailable or be difficult to be
applied by the imputation algorithm. One situation is
that there are also existing missing values in the spatial
neighbors, which makes it impossible to obtain data
from them at some time points of SDS. Another
common situation is that the neighbors can be
changing in the self-organized network, which makes it
hard to obtain continuous measurement data from a
fixed neighbor of a node at all time points of SDS.
Moreover, when the node is out of sync with its spatial
neighbors when transferring data to the base station or
data center, it causes the rows in the matrix of SDS to be
asynchronous. In other words, it is unable to obtain the
data from neighbors at these time points in the data
stream.
LIN and MEAN algorithms are not affected by the
above problem because they only utilize temporal
neighbors of the missing value. However, the perfor-
mances of DESM and TSNN algorithms are reduced
without the support of the data from spatial neighbors.
LIN and TSNN algorithms apply temporal neighbors to
calculate the estimated value by linear interpolation. It
makes them more accurate than MEAN, which only
gets the estimated value by the arithmetic average of
temporal neighbor values. When they two are applied

in offline data, which are already stored on the base
station or data center, the nonmissing values at all time
points in the observed data window can be applied to
calculate the estimated value, however, when they are
applied in the online stream, the nonmissing values at
the time points after the missing point are not available
to them, which causes the calculation to be less precise.
TSNN has better performance than LIN, DESM, and
MEANwhen they are working on offline data because it
utilizes the correlation between the nearest neighbor
values and raw values, and the regression is applied to
make the final estimated value. In the regression step,
the training data are selected from the nonmissing
values alone based on the distance between the two
values. If we can find a new way to select more suitable
training data by more reasonable rules for regression, it
can get better accuracy for imputation.

In this paper, addressing the above problems, we pro-
pose a new imputation algorithm VTN that works for online
sensor data stream in WSNs. (e main contributions of our
work are described as follows:

VTN works based on the temporal neighbors in SDS
and only requires the measurement data from one
senor on the node. Hence, it is not affected by the
availability of spatial neighbors, and the algorithm can
be deployed in WSNs with multiple sensor nodes or
with a single sensor node.
Similar to LIN and TSNN, the technology of linear
interpolation based on temporal neighbors is also
applied in the VTN algorithm. However, different from
them, in VTN, the nonmissing value at the next time
point of the current missing point is required to read in
to obtain the extra data, and therefore, based on the past
information provided by the previous nonmissing
values and the future information provided by the
nonmissing value at the next time point, the VTN
algorithm can calculate the virtual temporal neighbor
with relatively higher accuracy, and it builds up the
foundation to make a precise estimation for the missing
value.
Compared with TSNN, VTNmakes an improvement in
the rule of selecting nonmissing temporal neighbors.
(e temporal neighbors that are eligible for training
data not only have the value nearer to the temporal
neighbor at the missing time point but also have a
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similar change rate with it. (is new way to choose
training data helps the VTN algorithm get higher ac-
curacy because the change rate extracted extra infor-
mation hidden in the data, and it is beneficial to the
estimation of missing values.
Besides the accuracy of imputation, the computational
time is another evaluation standard for imputation
algorithms, especially for the online imputation of the
sensor data stream. We make a detailed analysis for it
based on the experiment results and give the final
evaluation of the VTN algorithm in the real application
in WSNs.

3. Materials and Methods

In this section, we present our VTN algorithm in detail.
Firstly, we define the virtual temporal neighbor (VTN) and
give the algorithm to calculate it. (en, the correlation
between the VTNs and their raw values is studied as the basis

of our algorithm designing. Next, we describe the VTN
imputation algorithm based on VTNs. Finally, the method
to set the parameter θ for the algorithm is suggested.

3.1. Virtual Temporal Neighbor (VTN)

3.1.1. Definition and Calculation Method of Virtual Temporal
Neighbor. VTN is the basis of VTN algorithm. Based on our
previous description of sensor data stream in Section 2, we
give the definition of VTN as follows:

Definition. Virtual temporal neighbor (VTN): in the sensor
data stream of a WSN, the VTN of the sensor sk of the node
ni at the time point tj exists and is denoted by vtn(ni, tj, sk) if
and only if there exist two measurement values acquired by
the same sensor of the same node at the time point ta and tb,
and they satisfy the following conditions:

ta � tx


∀ty < tj, ty ∈ T, v ni, ty, sk ≠NA;

∃tx, tx < tj, tx ∈ T, v ni, tx, sk( ≠NA thatmakes tj − tx



≤ tj − ty





⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
,

tb � tx


∀ty > tj, ty ∈ T, v ni, ty, sk ≠NA;

∃tx, tx > tj, tx ∈ T, v ni, tx, sk( ≠NA thatmakes tx − tj



≤ ty − tj





⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(13)

where NA denotes the missing value at the time point.
If the VTN at the time point tj exists, it can be calculated

by linear interpolation as follows:

vtn ni, tj, sk  �
v ni, ta, sk(  tb − tj  + v ni, tb, sk(  tj − ta 

tb − ta

,

(14)

and the change rate of VTN denoted by Δvtn(ni, tj, sk) can
be computed as follows:

Δvtn ni, tj, sk  �
v ni, tb, sk(  − v ni, ta, sk( 

tb − ta

. (15)

For calculating VTN, we need to implement the data
structures on the base station or data center in the WSN,
shown as Figure 1. (e input data matrix (IDM) is used to
store the data read from the sensor data stream SDS by the
stream reader program, and it is also the data source for the
imputation program, for a specified sensor of a node, the
measurement value at the time point tj is reduced as v(j).
(e values and the time points are stored in different rows of
the matrix and are referred to by the s_index for the stream
reader. In addition, three indies, namely the u_index,
c_index, and v_index, are applied to access the matrix in the
VTN algorithm.(e VTNmatrix (VTNM) is another matrix
for storing the calculated VTN and its change rate and is
accessed by the vtn_index. Waiting indies vector (WIV)

stores the c_index referring to the time point at which the
VTN cannot be calculated temporarily.

(e calculation of VTN outputs the VTN and its change
rate of the value at the previous time point when it gets a new
value from the stream. Moreover, it scans the waiting indies
vector to calculate the VTN for those previous values that are
waiting for getting their VTN calculated. (e flow chart of
VTN calculation is shown as Figure 2.

(e pseudocode for calculating VTN is shown in Al-
gorithm 1.

3.1.2. Correlations between Raw Values and Temporal
Neighbor Values. As discussion in Section 2, similar to
TSNN, in the VTN algorithm, we also utilize the correlation
between the temporal neighbors and their raw values.
However, we make further improvements by changing the
method to calculate the temporal neighbors. To verify the
effectiveness of our methods, we make exploratory experi-
ments on the real WSNs dataset.

Firstly, we get a test dataset by reading the streamed data
in a random time frame on the Intel lab dataset [26]. (en,
we calculate the temporal neighbors of the raw values
according to the methods of TSNN and VTN, respectively.
Next, the correlation between the temporal neighbors and
their raw values is plotted along with the Pearson correlation
coefficient between them. (e results are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 shows that the correlation in temperature data is
stronger than that in humidity data. It conforms to the real
situation because the humidity has more fluctuation than
temperature because of more affecting physical factors in the
environment. Compared with TSNN, we can find that the
data points are less scattered along the diagonal and that the
correlation is much stronger in VTN. Upon repeating the
same experiments on different time frames or on other real
datasets, we get similar results. It indicates that the method
to calculate the temporal neighbors in VTN is better than the
one in TSNN, which helps compute a more accurate esti-
mation value by regression in the next step.

3.2. VTN Imputation Algorithm

3.2.1. ?e Calculation of the Estimated Value Based on VTN.
Once we have VTNs for all nonmissing values in the sensor
data stream, the estimated value for the missing time point
can be calculated by regression.(e estimation equation is as
follows:

v ni, tmiss, sk(  � αsk
+ βsk

vtn ni, tmiss, sk( , (16)

αsk
and βsk

can be calculated by minimized residual sum of
squares as follows:

Input Data Matrix
(IDM) 

s_index

u_index c_index v_index

VTN Matrix
(VTNM) 

vtn_index
Waiting Indices Vector

(WIV) 

v (j+1)

t (j+1)

v (j)

t (j)

v (j-1)

t (j-1)

v (j-2)

t (j-2)

…...

…...

…...

…...

∆vtn (j+1)

vtn (j+1)vtn (j)

∆vtn (j)

vtn (j-1)

∆vtn (j-1)

vtn (j-2)

∆vtn (j-2)

…...
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…...

…... …... …... …... …... …...

Figure 1: Data structures used in the calculation of VTN.
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Figure 2: Flow chart of VTN calculation.
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αsk
(1), βsk

(1) � argmin
αsk
′(1),βsk
′(1)


Tsample

v ni, tsample, sk  − αsk
′(1) − βsk

′vtn ni, tsample, sk  
2
, (17)

where tsample ∈ Tsample. Tsample is the selected timepoint set of
nonmissing data in the input data matrix IDM.

To have the closest values and change rates in the same
direction to the VTN of the missing value, the VTNs in the
Tsample can be obtained as follows:

Tsample � T′ ∀T″ ⊂ T


, T″


 � θ, t′ ∈ T″;∃Δvtn ni, t′, sk( ∗Δvtn ni, tmiss, sk( ≥ 0 andT′ � argmin
T″



T″

Δvtn ni, t′, sk(  − Δvtn ni, tmiss, sk( 



⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭.

(18)

θ is the preset number of VTNs of nonmissing values that are
used as training data of regression in the VTN imputation
algorithm. As the result, v(ni, tmiss, sk) can be used to impute
the missing value in the input data matrix IDM. (e flow
chart of VTN imputation is shown in Figure 4.

(e implementation of VTN imputation is shown in
Algorithm 2.

3.2.2. Discussion about Parameter θ in VTN Imputation
Algorithm. In the VTN imputation algorithm, the number

of VTNs of nonmissing values is preset by θ. Firstly, all
VTNs in the past time points of the input data matrix,
including the VTN of the missing value are sorted by values.
Next, centered on the VTN of the missing value, twice the
number of θ VTNs are selected to be sorted again by their
change rates if they have the same changing direction as that
of the missing value. Finally, θ VTNs are picked out and are
applied to the regression in the next step. To find the re-
lationship between the two performance indicators, the
imputing accuracy and the computational time and the
parameter θ, we make experiments as follows:

Input: input data matrix (IDM), VTN matrix (VTNM), u_index, v_index, c_index, vtn_index, waiting indices vector (WIV),
imputing_flag.

Output: VTN matrix (VTNM), imputing_flag. 1.
if IDM[1, v index] � NA then
(2) Add c index into WIV

(3) else if IDM[1, v index]≠NA and IDM[1, u index]≠NA then
(4) imputing flag←TRUE VTNM [1, vtn index]←(IDM[1, v index] − IDM[1, u index])∗

(IDM[2, c index] − IDM[2, u index])//(IDM[2, v index] − IDM[2, u index]) + IDM[1, u index]

(5) VTNM[2, vtn index]←(IDM[1, v index] − IDM[1, u index])/(IDM[2, v index] − IDM[2, u index])

(6) if WIV≠NULL then
(7) Reverse WIV

(8) for each element i in WIV do
(9) c index temp←i

(10) u index temp←u index

(11) v index temp←v index

(12) if c index temp � u in dex temp then
(13) u index temp←u index temp − 1
(14) while VTNM[u index temp, 1] � NA do
(15) u index temp←u index temp − 1
(16) end while
(17) end if
(18) VTNM[1, c index temp]← (IDM[1, v index temp] − IDM[1, u index temp])∗

(IDM[2, c index temp] − IDM[2, u index temp])/(IDM[2, v index temp] − IDM[2, u index temp])+

IDM[1, u index temp]

(19) VTNM[2, c index temp]←(IDM[1, v index temp] − IDM[1, u index temp])/ (IDM[2, v index temp]

− IDM[2, u index temp])

(20) end for
(21) end if
(22) end if
(23) return VTN matrix (VTNM), imputing_flag.

ALGORITHM 1: Calculation of VTN.
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Firstly, the parameter θ is set as 5, and we randomly
select one of the subsets from the Intel lab dataset. Apply the
MCARmethod to temperature values to get the subsets with

missing values at each of the missing percentages ranging
from 5% to 50%. (en, we stream the dataset by a rate, such
as one data per minute, and apply the VTN imputation
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Figure 3: Correlation between raw values and their temporal neighbor values on Intel Lab dataset. (a) Temperature. (b) Humidity.
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Figure 4: Flow chart of VTN imputation.
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Input: input data matrix (I DM), node ni, sensor sj, θ,
Output: input data matrix (I DM)
if there exists a new data in IDM then

(27) c index← c index + 1
(28) U index←c index − 1
(29) V index← c index + 1
(30) vtn index← vtn index + 1
(31) imputing flag←FALSE Get the new data from IDM by v_index
(32) Call Calculation of VTN
(33) imputation index←NULL

(34) if imputing flag � TRUE then
(35) Add c_index into imputation_index
(36) end if
(37) if WIV≠NULL then
(38) for each element i in WIV do
(39) if I DM[1, i] � NA then
(40) Add I DM[2, i] into imputation_index
(41) end if
(42) end for
(43) end if
(44) if imputation index≠NULL then
(45) Sort imputation_index by increasing index
(46) for each element j in imputation_index do
(47) for each k in 1: j do
(48) if VTNM[2, k]∗VTNM[2, j]≥ 0 then
(49) Add VTNM[, k] into PAST VTNM

(50) end if
(51) end for
(52) sort PAST VTNM by increasing order of PAST VTNM[1, ]

(53) new imputation index← new index for imputing value in PAST VTNM

(54) lower bound←new imputation indx − θ
(55) high er bound←new imputation indx + θ
(56) if lower bound< 1 then
(57) lower bound←1
(58) else if high er bound> |PAST VTNM| − 1
(59) high er bound←|PAST VTNM| − 1
(60) end if
(61) PAST VTNM CAN DI DATE←PAST VTNM[, lower bound: higher bound]

(62) new imputation index← new index for imputing value in PAST VTNM CAN DI DATE

(63) for each element m in PAST_VTNM_CANDADATE do
(64) CHANGE_RATE_DIST
(65) ←|PAST VTNM CAN DI DATE[2, new imputation index] − PAST VTNM CAN DI DATE[2, m]|

(66) end for
(67) sort PAST VTNM CAN DI DATE by increasing order of CHANGE_RATE_DIST
(68) Remove imputing value from PAST VTNM CAN DI DATE

(69) PAST VTNM CAN DI DATE←PAST VTNM CAN DI DATE[, 1: θ]

(70) I DM CAN DI DATE←raw values of PAST VTNM CAN DI DATE in I DM

(71) Construct the estimation equation using PAST_VTNM_CANDADATE and IDM_CANDIDATE to
(72) regress the coefficients αsk

, βsk

(73) Compute v(ni, tmiss, sk) using αsk
, βsk

and VTNM[1, j]

(74) I DM[1, j]← v(ni, tmiss, sk)

(75) end for
(76) end if
(77) end if
(78) return IDM

ALGORITHM 2: VTN imputation algorithm.
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algorithm to process the stream. After repeating the ex-
periment 10 times for different subsets, we get the results of
the average RMSE and the computational time for the
imputation. Increasing the θ by step size 5 till 35, we repeat
the experiments, and the results are shown in Figure 5.

From Figure 5, we can find that larger θ can bring lower
RMSE, i.e., the higher accuracy of imputation, however, it
increases the time costs as well. Moreover, the performance
of accuracy is improved slowly when the θ is great than 10.
We repeat the same experiments on the different sensor data
for humidity on the Intel lab dataset and repeat all exper-
iments on other datasets: the GreenORB dataset [27] and the
Air Quality dataset. All of them give similar results.

(erefore, in the VTN algorithm, it is reasonable that the
parameter θ is preset as the number that is a bit larger than
10 so that we can get relatively higher accuracy and shorter
computational time for imputation.

4. Experiment Results

In this section, wemake evaluation of the performance of the
proposed VTN algorithm. Firstly, we introduce evaluation
methods and datasets applied in experiments. (en, the
experiment steps are given, and results for imputing accu-
racy and computational time on three different real datasets
are described in detail.

4.1. Evaluation Methods. Generally, the accuracy of impu-
tation can be evaluated with the root mean square error
(RMSE), which can be computed by,

RMSE �

���������������������������

(real value − estimated value)2

the number of estimations



. (19)

(e smaller RMSE indicates the higher accuracy of the
imputation algorithm. In addition, the computational time
should be taken into consideration for online imputation,
and the microbenchmark tool [28] is applied to evaluate
them in experiments. We write codes in R language, and all
experiments are running on a computer with Intel Core i7
2.9 Ghz CPU and 16GB RAM.

4.2. Datasets and ?eir Preprocessing. (ree real world
sensor datasets are applied in experiments: the Intel Lab
dataset, the GreenOrbs dataset, and the Air Quality dataset.
(ey represent different application scenarios, which ensure
the sufficient tests of our imputation algorithm.

(e Intel lab dataset contains data from an indoor
wireless sensor network deployed in the Intel Berkeley
Research lab, which is composed of 54 nodes. Each node is
equipped with multiple sensors and is working continuously
to obtain different physical quantities on its location every
31 s, including temperature, humidity, light, and voltage
values. (e GreenOrbs dataset provides us with the outdoor
data collected from 120 wireless sensor nodes scattered in a
forest. Each node obtains the data, including temperature,
humidity, and light values every 80 to 85 s. (e Air Quality
dataset contains the data of a single multisensory node

network, which gets the air quality data hourly, including
temperature, humidity, the concentration of CO, NO2
concentration, Non Metanic HydroCarbons concentration,
and benzene concentration.

Before applying these three datasets to the experiments,
we preprocess them as follows: firstly, the missing data
contained in these raw datasets are deleted to get complete
datasets. (en, the data values, except the temperature and
humidity, are removed because only temperature and hu-
midity values are applied in our experiments. Secondly, for
every dataset, we randomly divide it into subsets in which
the measurement values are continuous, i.e., the raw dataset
and the number of values in the subsets are the same for the
experiments. It is worth noting that for the Intel Lab dataset
and the GreenOrbs dataset, the measurement values can be
obtained from more than one note in the WSNs. For testing
our algorithm reasonably, we get subsets from 20% of all
nodes chosen randomly. (irdly, in this paper, we only
consider the situation that the value obtained by the sensor
of the node is missing at the time points randomly.
(erefore, some values of the subsets have been marked as
dummymissing values (not available, denoted by NA) using
the Missing Completely at Random (MCAR). (en, we get
two versions for each subset, one is with missing values and
is applied to test algorithms, and the other is without the
missing values. After the missing values in the subset are
imputed in experiments, RMSE can be calculated based on
the raw values in the latter one. In experiments, the missing
percentage can be changed to observe the different results.
(e upper bound of the missing percentage is set as 50% in
our experiments because it is risky that over 50% of data is
missing for the observed values and imputation should not
be used in this situation [29]. In addition, in the experiments,
the measurement values can be extracted in different in-
tervals to make the data density of the dataset changeable.
(e dataset with the shorter sampling interval gets the higher
data density. (en, we can observe the results and evaluate
the algorithms. Finally, to simulate the actual working of the
sensor network, the base station or data center collects the
data from the sensor nodes in the form of a data stream, and
the imputation algorithm deployed on it checks the data and
makes imputation for the missing values. In each experi-
ment, the imputation algorithm reads the measurement
value one by one at the original rate from the subsets and
makes an imputation when there is a missing value. After
finishing the imputation for all missing values in the subset,
the imputation result can be used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of algorithms.

4.3. Evaluation of RMSE

4.3.1. Experiments and Results on Intel Lab Dataset.
Firstly, the sampling interval is set to 1min, and the missing
percentages are from 5% to 50%. Next, we randomly select
one of the subsets of the Intel lab dataset. Apply the MCAR
method to the temperature values to get the subsets with
missing values at each of the missing percentages. (en, we
apply different algorithms to make the imputation for the
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missing values in the stream from the subset, each one as a
test case. (e experiment is repeated 10 times for different
subsets. Finally, the average RMSE for each case at the same
missing percentage is calculated based on the test results of
all cases. Similarly, we apply the MCARmethod to humidity
values and repeat the same experiments.

(e parameter θ is set as 15 in the VTN algorithm. To
evaluate all imputation algorithms under the same condi-
tion, the spatial data from the neighbor nodes and the
temporal data from other sensors on the same node are not
applied in the TSNN and DESM algorithms. (erefore, in
the TSNN algorithm, the spatial-temporal coefficient λ is set
to 0, and the best kt for the temporal nearest neighbors will
be calculated and applied by the algorithm. Similarly, in the
DESM algorithms, the weight parameter α is set to 0.

(e experiment results are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows that for all imputation algorithms, the

RMSE rises as the percentage of the missing values increases.
(e reason is that the reliable information from the non-
missing values decreases as the number of missing values
increases, and the imputed values are applied in the cal-
culation of the estimated value of the next missing value
when the algorithms make the online imputation.(erefore,
for imputation algorithms that depend on more than one
previous value, such as LIN, MEAN, and TSNN, the per-
formance of accuracy is dropping down and is lower than
DSEM, which only requires one previous value. Among the
algorithms based on the calculated neighbor value, i.e., LIN,
TSNN, and VTN, LIN has a lower performance than the
latter two algorithms because it does not utilize the corre-
lation between the measurement value and its neighbors. It
is worth noting that although TSNN and VTN are the al-
gorithms applying regression to estimate the missing values,
the TSNN algorithm has poorer performance because the
temporal neighbor is calculated merely based on the pre-
vious values. Besides, it cannot get benefits from the spatial
neighbor and the data from other sensors on the same node

because they are unavailable in the experiment. However,
the VTN algorithm has the smallest RMSE in the entire
range of percentages of missing values and shows its best
performance. It benefits from the new algorithm design: the
method to calculate the virtual temporal neighbors exploits
the information from the value next to the current value, and
the information of previous values is fully exploited than
other algorithms. In addition, compared with temperature,
the RMSE for humidity data is bigger. It is caused by the
more dramatic variety of the humidity data than the tem-
perature data, which is because of more physical factors
affecting humidity than the temperature in real
environments.

To evaluate the performance of algorithms in different
data densities, we set the sampling intervals from 1min to
30mins. Before making the MCAR operation, we extract
measurement values based on them to make the subsets with
data density from high to low.(en, for different imputation
algorithms, we follow the same steps as the previous ex-
amples and calculate the average RMSE of cases within the
entire missing percentage range. (e experiment results are
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 displays that, for all imputation algorithms, with
the longer intervals, the data density is getting lower, and the
RMSE is fluctuating toward the bigger direction. Among all
algorithms, MEAN has the poorest performance because
precise information obtained from the previous values is
becoming much lesser when the data density is decreased,
and it has the greatest impact on the MEAN algorithm.
However, similar to the previous analysis, the VTN algo-
rithm is slightly affected and maintains its best performance
among all algorithms.

4.3.2. Experiments and Results on GreenOrbs Dataset.
Similar to the experiments on the Intel lab dataset, we make
the same experiments on the GreenOrbs dataset. Because of
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Figure 5: (e relationship between parameter θ and performance of VTN algorithm. (a) RMSE and ?. (b) Computational time and ?.
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the different data rate in the raw dataset, in experiments on
the GreenOrbs dataset, the sampling interval is set to 3mins,
and the missing percentages are still from 5% to 50%.

(e experiment results are shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8 demonstrates that the RMSE of all imputation

algorithms becomes relatively bigger in the GreenOrbs
dataset than in the Intel lab dataset. It is because of the more
intensive change of the temperature and humidity data in
the outdoor forest than indoors, and it is also the reason that
MEAN gets relatively lower performance. However, VTN
still obtains the highest performance because the neighbors

chosen based on the change rate contribute to the accurate
estimated values, which is affected less severely in this
situation.

Next, for evaluating the performance of algorithms in the
different data density, we set the sampling intervals from
3mins to 21mins and make the same experiments. (e
results are shown in Figure 9.

Similarly, from Figure 9, we find that MEAN is still the
worst one among all algorithms.(e performance of VTN is
getting degraded as the sampling interval is getting longer.
However, it still maintains the best accuracy in RMSE.
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Figure 6: RMSE of imputation algorithms on Intel lab dataset. (a) Temperature data. (b) Humidity data.
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4.3.3. Experiments and Results Air Quality Dataset. In ex-
periments on the Air Quality dataset, the sampling interval is
set to 1 hour according to the raw dataset. Same as before, the
missing percentages are from 5% to 50%. We make the same
experiments on the Air Quality dataset and get results as
shown in Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 10, for all algorithms, the RMSE is
getting bigger with the increasing percentage of missing
values. Moreover, for all algorithms, the average RMSE is the
biggest in the Air Quality dataset, because in the Intel lab

dataset and the GreenOrbs dataset, the intervals in which the
sensor obtains the measurement are less than two minutes.
However, in the Air Quality dataset, the less interval of the
measurement values is one hour, which causes the difference
between the two adjacent measurement values to be bigger
than the one in the other two datasets.

(en, we set the sampling intervals from 1 hour to
7 hours and make the same experiments to evaluate the
performance of algorithms in different data densities. (e
results are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 8: RMSE of imputation algorithms on GreenOrbs dataset. (a) Temperature data. (b) Humidity data.
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It is interesting that different from the previous exper-
iments, we can find that LIN replaces MEAN as the worst
algorithm, especially when the percentage of the missing
values is getting higher or the sampling interval is getting
longer as shown in Figures 10 and 11, because LIN gets the
greatest impact among all algorithms because of the dras-
tically variational neighbor values, which makes the linear
interpolation produce the poorest result. However, VTN is
still the best algorithm with the highest imputation accuracy.

In sum, evaluated by RMSE, the above experimental
results on three different datasets show that VTN gets the
best accuracy in imputation.

4.4. Evaluation of Computational Time. In this paper, the
computational time is denoted by TC, which is the elapsed
time from the imputation algorithm is triggered by a missing
data to the end of the imputation. (e running time of an
imputation algorithm for outputting an estimated value for a
missing value read in is denoted by TR. Generally, TC is
longer than TR because the base station must spend some
time for other required system processing tasks, for example,
time for data I/O, and it is denoted by TS. Hence, the
computational time TC is the sum of TR and TS. Moreover,
there is extra time required by some imputation algorithms,
which is used to obtain the data they need. For example, to
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Figure 10: RMSE of imputation algorithms on air quality dataset. (a) Temperature data. (b) Humidity data.
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the VTN algorithm, it needs to get the next value in the
sensor data stream to make imputation for the current
missing value. Hence, it must wait for the next coming data,
and the delay time is denoted by TD. (erefore, the actual
total processing time for completing an imputation for a
missing value, denoted by TP, can be computed as follows:

TP � TC + TD � TR + TS + TD. (20)

In our experiments, we do not need to know about the
actual running time TR and system time TS. Hence, the
computational time TC is enough for us to evaluate the
performance of algorithms, and it can be measured by the
microbenchmark tool on the R platform in our experiments.

Firstly, we randomly select one of the subsets of the Intel
lab dataset and set the sampling interval as 1min. (e in-
terval does not affect the computational time of imputation
algorithms, however, it must ensure that the number of
values inside the dataset is kept the same for all experiments
so we can compare the test results of the different algorithms.
Next, the missing percentages are set from 5% to 50%. We
apply the MCAR method to temperature values to get the
subsets with the missing values at each of the missing
percentages.(en, we apply different algorithms to make the
imputation for the missing values in the stream, each one as
a test case. (e experiment is repeated 10 times for different
subsets, and finally, based on the test results of all cases, the
average computational time for each case at the same
missing percentage is measured. As the data type is unrelated
to the computational time, we do not need to repeat the same
experiments on humidity data.

Similarly, we set the sampling interval as 3 mins for the
GreenOrbs dataset and 1 hour for the Air Quality dataset
and ensure these subsets have the same number of values.
(en, we repeat the same experiments, and the results are
shown in Figure 12.

In Figure 12, we can find that each of the imputation
algorithms shows similar performance on three different
datasets, which indicates there is no relationship between the
computational time of imputation algorithm and the dataset.
(e time consumed by all algorithms is increasing with the
percentage of values missing because of more missing values
required to be imputed, while VTN and TSNN are rising
sharply among them.

(e bar charts describe the average computational time
for a missing value with different imputation algorithms.
DESM has the shortest computational time, and MEAN and
LIN have relatively shorter computational times. By con-
trast, VTN and TSNN still have prominently longer com-
putational times, and VTN requires the longest time for
imputing a missing value.

(e reason that VTN and TSNN have poorer perfor-
mances in computational time is that they apply regression
to calculate the estimated value for missing data, which is a
time-consuming operation. In addition, computing virtual
neighbors for each value in the streaming data brings more
cost of computational time for the VTN algorithm and
makes it the top time-consuming algorithm. Actually, the
experiment results only demonstrate the computational time
TC, and we also need to consider the delay time TD to get the

final imputation processing time TP. Compared with VTN,
the other four algorithms, namely TSNN, LIN, MEAN, and
DESM, are not required to wait for getting the next value in
the sensor data stream. TD can be ignored for them,
however, VTN does need it, which depends on the data
stream rates on the sensor network, and it makes the final
processing time TP for the VTN algorithm longer.

5. Discussion

It is an essentiality of the imputation algorithms that they
calculate the estimation for the missing value in some way
based on the nonmissing values.

Firstly, the accuracy of imputation, which is evaluated by
RMSE, is determined by the level of similarity between the
estimated values and raw values if they are not missing. (e
only available information for estimating the operations
comes from the nonmissing values. (e best precise im-
putation algorithm should fully exploit the information
hidden in the nonmissing values and build the best con-
nection between the valuable information and the missing
value. It includes two meanings: one is to effectively exploit
the current information to extract the useful one for esti-
mation. (e other is to obtain extra information that helps
improve the performance of estimation if possible. For the
first one meaning, the MEAN algorithm utilizes the average
number of previous nonmissing values, which has relatively
less accuracy because of its inherent statistical deficiency, as
the results shown in experiments. DESM applies the non-
missing value next to the missing value directly. Depending
on the deviation level between the adjacent values, it rep-
resents different performance as the results shown in ex-
periments. LIN applies more calculation to get neighbor
values for making linear interpolation. Hence, its perfor-
mance depends on the fluctuant of the temporal neighbors
and becomes worse when the data density gets lower or the
numbers of nonmissing values get lesser. TSNN makes
further utilization on the relationship between the missing
value and its temporal neighbors by regression. Compared
with LIN, its performance is improved in most cases. LIN
and TSNN extract more useful information from the pre-
vious nonmissing values, but because the temporal neigh-
bors they relied on are calculated based on the nonmissing
values on the time points before the time when there is a
missing value, and it makes the calculated temporal
neighbors less accurate, which leads to the poor preciseness
of the regression in the next step. Eventually, LIN and TSNN
cannot get ideal performance. (ey even become worse, as
shown in the experiments results. However, by doing the
way in the second meaning, in other words, to get extra
information from the next measurement value improves the
accurate of imputation in VTN algorithm. (ere are two
crucial points in VTN, one is that the virtual temporal
neighbor of a value is calculated based on the two values
before and after the time point of the value, which boosts the
accuracy of the virtual temporal neighbor. (e other is that
only the virtual temporal neighbors, which are the closest to
the temporal neighbor of the missing value in values and
change rates are used in the regression to calculate the
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Figure 12: Continued.
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estimated value for imputing the missing value. (e first
point obtains extra information from the next measurement
value read in, and the second point makes further exploi-
tation of all information, which can explain the reason that
VTN obtains the best performance in the accuracy of im-
putation in our experiments.

Secondly, the computational time is another important
evaluation strategy for the imputation algorithm, especially
for the online imputation of the sensor data stream. Because
of more time expenses for more complex calculations than
other algorithms, VTN has the longest computational time
as shown in the experiment results. If considering about the
delay time for waiting the next coming measurement values,
the actual total processing time for VTN is quite longer than
other algorithms. However, it does not mean VTN is not
applicable in real circumstances. On the one side, in sensor
networks, because of the limited computing power, storage,
and power supply of sensor nodes, the imputation algorithm
usually is deployed on the base station or data center, which
has enough processing resources to support the running of
the VTN imputation algorithm at a reasonable time cost. On
the other hand, based on the results of experiments, the final
total processing time for VTN is the sum of the computa-
tional time and the delay time. For example, on the Intel lab
dataset, the original rate of the sensor data stream is 1/31
value per second, i.e., the interval between the two values is
31 s. Hence, the processing time for a missing value is ap-
proximately 31.0005 s. It indicates the delay time for
obtaining the next value accounts for the most part of

processing time. Generally, in the applications of the sensor
network, the acceptable response time depends on the type
of application. (e query application expects the shortest
response time, whereas the prediction can accept a little
longer response time. For simplicity’s sake, we use the query
application as an example. As the imputation algorithm is
working continuously to impute the possible missing value
and output the stream without missing values, the query
application can immediately get all complete data without
the missing values unless the missing value happens to be in
the end point of the data that has been querying currently,
which adds the extra delay time of reading one value or more
than one values (if the value read in is also a missing value)
into the final response time. However, the likelihood of this
situation is quite low when the percentage of value missing is
not too big. In fact, in real applications, the percentage of
value missing is usually small in most cases. (erefore, the
extra time cost brought by the delay time in VTN has
relatively minor impacts on the application. Compared with
minor extra processing time, the improved accuracy of
imputation makes the gains outweigh the loss for applica-
tions in WSNs, which makes VTN a valuable imputation
algorithm.

Finally, as a new imputation algorithm, there is still
plenty of room to improve the performance of VTN. (e
first point is that compared with other algorithms, its
computational time is relatively long, and it can be shorter if
we make further optimization in the implementation of the
algorithm.(e next point is that we are continuing to work is
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Figure 12: Computational time (a) (c) (e) and the average computational time for a missing value (b) (d) (f ). (a) Intel lab dataset. (b) Intel
lab dataset. (c) GreenOrbs dataset. (d) GreenOrbs dataset. (e) Air quality dataset. (f ) Air quality dataset.
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the accuracy of imputation. By designing better methods to
choose more suitable virtual temporal neighbors used in the
regression step, we expect to improve the imputing pre-
ciseness of the VTN algorithm in the future. In addition, in
this paper, the method to choose the parameter θ is based on
experiments on limited datasets. More experiments on a
larger range of datasets are required to be made for finding a
better method to preset the parameter in the further study.
(e last point that is that we have not considered a lot about
is the memory space used by the algorithm. In the current
VTN, we apply extra space for storing the virtual temporal
neighbors, and how to make it less without affecting the
computational time should be studied in the next stage. In
our research objective to make VTN an online imputation
algorithm with faster running time, more imputing accu-
racy, and lesser memory space, we still have a lot of work to
do in our further research work.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose the VTN imputation algorithm to
cope with the missing values in the sensor data stream in
WSNs. Spatial information is not required for the algorithm,
and only the previous temporal values and a next value
reading from the stream are used to create the VTN. Next,
the missing value can be estimated by regression based on
the VTNs, which are closed to the VTN at the missing time
point in values and change rates. (e RMSE and the
computational time are evaluated for the VTN imputation
algorithm on three different sensor datasets. Compared with
other representative algorithms, the VTN imputation al-
gorithm presents higher imputing accuracy and acceptable
time costs when it is applied to online imputation for the
sensor data stream.
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